Capturing the experiences of patients across multiple complex interventions: a meta-qualitative approach
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ABSTRACT

Objectives: The perspectives, needs and preferences of individuals with complex health and social needs can be overlooked in the design of healthcare interventions. This study was designed to provide new insights on patient perspectives drawing from the qualitative evaluation of 5 complex healthcare interventions.

Setting: Patients and their caregivers were recruited from 5 interventions based in primary, hospital and community care in Ontario, Canada.

Participants: We included 62 interviews from 44 patients and 18 non-clinical caregivers.

Intervention: Our team analysed the transcripts from 5 distinct projects. This approach to qualitative meta-evaluation identifies common issues described by a diverse group of patients, therefore providing potential insights into systems issues.

Outcome measures: This study is a secondary analysis of qualitative data; therefore, no outcome measures were identified.

Results: We identified 5 broad themes that capture the patients’ experience and highlight issues that might not be adequately addressed in complex interventions. In our study, we found that: (1) the emergency department is the unavoidable point of care; (2) patients and caregivers are part of complex and variable family systems; (3) non-medical issues mediate patients’ experiences of health and healthcare delivery; (4) the unanticipated consequences of complex healthcare interventions are often the most valuable; and (5) patient experiences are shaped by the healthcare discourses on medically complex patients.

Conclusions: Our findings suggest that key assumptions about patients that inform intervention design need to be made explicit in order to build capacity to better understand and support patients with multiple chronic diseases. Across many health systems internationally, multiple models are being implemented simultaneously that may have shared features and target similar patients, and a qualitative meta-evaluation approach, thus offers an opportunity for cumulative learning at a system level in addition to informing intervention design and modification.

BACKGROUND

Improving care for individuals with complex health and social needs has been increasingly identified as a critical focus in order to maintain and improve equitable access to quality care and decrease system inefficiencies.1 Patients with complex health and social needs, defined as having two or more coexisting chronic conditions,2 are frequently identified as high utilisers of emergency and inpatient health services.3 This patient group is often described as most likely to benefit from care coordination efforts and as contributing significantly to healthcare system costs.1,9 Individuals with multiple comorbidities, who frequently experience mental health problems and illnesses,4 are often of low socioeconomic status5 and have unmet basic needs, such as housing, employment and transportation.7,8,10

The care and management of individuals with multiple chronic diseases may involve complex interventions comprised of behavioural, organisational and technological components that may act both independently and

Strengths and limitations of this study

- A total of 62 interviews were included in this analysis incorporating experiences from 44 patients and 18 caregivers.
- The primary intention of the original qualitative design was to capture evaluation information across all projects in a systematic and standardised way. However, this was not always possible given the range and complexity of interventions that resulted in variability of approaches in data collection.
- A qualitative meta-evaluation approach offers an opportunity for cumulative learning at a system level in addition to informing intervention design and modification.
However, the significance of patients’ social locations and how they interact with health and social services is often missing in the design of complex interventions.\textsuperscript{7} \textsuperscript{13} Protocols for the implementation and evaluation of complex interventions for patients with multiple chronic diseases often assume a single, universal patient trajectory or journey.\textsuperscript{14} As a result, interventions targeting this patient group often include self-management strategies that do not consider the patient’s physical, social and economic challenges.\textsuperscript{7} \textsuperscript{15–17} In addition, patient preferences and perceptions of innovative care models may be overlooked in their design and implementation.\textsuperscript{18} \textsuperscript{19} This is not to say that providers are unaware of their patient’s complex life contexts or lack empathy. However, despite many recent initiatives internationally to address this gap, there remains a lack of clarity as to how individual healthcare providers or projects could best address systemic issues outside of their control that might better allow for the delivery of patient-centred care.\textsuperscript{18} While intervention outcome measures such as reduced emergency department (ED) visits reflect system priorities, these metrics may not address what matters most to the patient.\textsuperscript{20} As well, the interaction of multiple level system components is often inadequately theorised.\textsuperscript{21–24} As a result, intervention components typically focus on the individual level (patient or caregiver), local context (clinic or hospital) or system level (economic or policy); even though these are inter-related components within complex systems.\textsuperscript{23} \textsuperscript{24} 

Researchers have explored the health and social care experiences of patients with multimorbidity,\textsuperscript{15} \textsuperscript{25–26} including patient perceptions of intervention components\textsuperscript{17} and barriers to the translation and implementation of patient-centred strategies into primary care settings.\textsuperscript{27–30} Our study contributes to critical studies of care for patients with multiple chronic conditions by highlighting and challenging some of the key assumptions embedded in the design of complex interventions. We examine these underlying logics by drawing on the experiences of patients with multiple chronic diseases from the qualitative study component of five complex intervention projects that were implemented in Toronto, Ontario, Canada. BRIDGES (Building Bridges to Integrate Care) was initiated in 2011 at the University of Toronto to improve care coordination for patients with complex medical and social needs. To date, nine project teams targeting patients with various conditions have received methodological and financial support for the design and evaluation of these innovative interventions. This pragmatic qualitative meta-evaluation provides a unique opportunity to compare findings across multiple innovative interventions that seek to address similar care issues through a variety of approaches and with different patient populations.

METHODS

We undertook a cross-study evaluation of five projects that each addressed the needs of a specific patient population through different complex interventions (see Table 1 below for a description of each of the five projects). This study was conducted in addition to the individual qualitative and quantitative evaluation undertaken by each team. The projects were designed to integrate services by medical providers from community, primary and hospital care settings. While these interventions were distinct, they all focused on developing innovative models of health service delivery to reduce avoidable hospitalisations, readmissions and ED visits through better integration of care. These models targeted patients who are most likely to use inpatient and ED services, such as those with multiple chronic diseases.

A qualitative descriptive design\textsuperscript{31} was adapted for the original project-level evaluations for several reasons, including the attempt to standardise data collection and analysis across several projects as much as possible and to improve the feasibility of the study design. We drew on realist evaluation in our design as it is a theory-driven model that is designed to explicate how and why a particular intervention or programme of interventions succeeds or fails.\textsuperscript{32} Three different sets of standardised semistructured interview guides were developed to collect data from patients, informal caregivers and medical providers (see online supplementary appendix A). These interviews were not analysed as dyads but rather were treated as separate data. The guides were adapted by each project team to conduct an outcome evaluation specific to their intervention. This enabled individual study teams to evaluate outcomes of their specific interventions while simultaneously exploring themes common to all projects. In accordance with qualitative research, the sampling design was purposive rather than experimental and depended on the stage that each team had reached in terms of their own data collection at the time of this analysis.\textsuperscript{33} We chose not to continue our transcript review as more data became available as we felt we had reached saturation on the themes we had identified. It is worth noting that our approach was not a synthesis, that is, we did not conduct a meta-ethnography of the findings from unrelated qualitative studies across a common theme. Rather, our pragmatic approach to qualitative meta-evaluation allowed us to retain the flexibility and local focus of most qualitative studies standardised across multiple projects. Combining both breadth and depth in this manner, in a prospective design, allowed for both individual project evaluation and insight into broader systems issues being experienced across disease groups.

Interview guides were organised around the time points of ‘before, during and after’ the intervention in order to explore experiences of care and potential changes in patient experience across these time frames. This allowed for individual teams to perform a basic before and after analysis of their interventions but was not included in our analysis of broader themes. The questions and prompts were exploratory in design...
allowing for differences in participants’ perceptions and experiences to emerge during the interviews.

To ensure some degree of standardisation in data collection across sites, a sociologist and member of the BRIDGES’ Executive Committee (FW) led five workshops on qualitative methods for research teams from each of the five projects conducting the interviews. Research teams also had ongoing access to this individual as well as a Masters trained sociologist (JC) employed by BRIDGES to address methodological challenges. The patient interviews were conducted in person or by telephone depending on participant preference and each lasted approximately 30–45 min within a 1 year period. Interviews were audio-recorded and transcribed verbatim. All transcripts were initially reviewed by FW and JC who then conducted the preliminary analysis of common themes across the projects.

Following a thematic analysis approach, FW and JC independently reviewed a series of purposively chosen transcripts from each of the projects and met twice to develop a coding framework as well as to enhance reflexivity through comparison of their individual assumptions about the data. Transcripts were chosen using maximum variation sampling by asking the project teams to identify information-rich data across a wide range of differences such as age and gender (see online supplementary appendix B). The framework consisted of topics that were selected as being relevant across all projects and stakeholder groups. JC then coded the remaining interviews using NVivoV.10 software. The researchers’ views and comments were recorded as marginal notes during the coding/theme development phase with the goal of focusing reflections around the emerging concepts. The researchers analysed and interpreted the data to identify similarities and differences across the interviews. These findings were then presented to multiple audiences including the BRIDGES Executive Committee that comprises a geriatrician, psychiatrist and family physician. A summary of the findings was also presented at a BRIDGES conference whose audience included clinical care providers, investigators and research assistants from all of the project teams and system stakeholders. These presentations served as a form of member checking to ensure the themes resonated with the project leads and care providers from the various sites. In addition, the manuscript was shared with the teams who contributed the original data for further review and comment.

**RESULTS**
A total of 62 interviews were included in this analysis incorporating experiences from 44 patients and 18 caregivers (see online supplementary appendix C for
supplementary quotes). We identified five key themes shared across the different projects that captured patients’ experiences and highlighted everyday assumptions about the patient standpoint that might not be addressed in the development of interventions designed to improve care for complex patients. In our study, we found that: (1) ED is the unavoidable point of care; (2) patients and caregivers are part of complex and variable family systems; (3) non-medical issues mediate patients’ experiences of health and healthcare delivery; (4) the unanticipated consequences of complex healthcare interventions are often the most valuable; and (5) patient experiences are shaped by the healthcare discourses regarding medically complex patients.

ED is the unavoidable point of care
Participants often reported that they did not want to go to the ED but believed that they had nowhere else to go. They often did not have a positive experience of the care they received in EDs, and one family caregiver described dissatisfaction:

The hospitals are ridiculous...You’d think, going to a hospital, that it’s somewhere where they’re gonna take care of you, that they have facilities to be able to manage people who are sick and can’t do things for themselves, and it’s just not. (Caregiver, Intervention 1)

Patients reported at times what they assumed were judgements made by clinicians for accessing ED services. In the following account, a participant described his perception that a physician challenged him on being ‘sick enough’ and not wanting to (mis)use the ED:

I came to Emerg here and the doctor said to me—which I thought was very odd—“Why did you come today as opposed to yesterday or waiting ’til tomorrow?” I find that an odd question because, like, “Why do you think I’m here?...Its like, “Why, you think I’m not sick enough? I can’t breathe, I feel like I can’t breathe so I came here for help”. (Patient, Intervention 4)

Patients and caregivers are part of complex and variable family systems
Both patients and their informal caregivers described being part of complex family systems that varied and affected their capacity to meet often time-consuming and stressful care needs. One caregiver described their care responsibilities and the challenging and complex division of labour among family members:

When you’re bombarded with doing everything like feeding, washing, cleaning, supervising, picking up materials and everything, it causes a lot of stress and conflict between family members and siblings who are supposed to be divvying up the responsibility...I mean the caregiving is done resentfully. (Caregiver, Intervention 1)

In addition to family members, some patients relied on close friends for caregiving support. But while these participants appreciated the support of family and friends, others were unable to access a strong support system. The availability of caregiving support was shaped by a variety of factors such as geographical distance, work flexibility and intensity of care demands. Importantly, patients did not always desire family support. As one participant described:

For a good like two solid months I didn’t have any contact with my parents, nor did I want to see them, just because it really affected my mental health. (Patient, Intervention 5)

Coordinating care was portrayed as a process of ‘navigation’ in a complex system. Caregivers described this coordination work as time consuming, isolating and ongoing. Caregivers often had to coordinate care that typically involved multiple tasks with several healthcare professionals, such as arranging transportation and scheduling appointments. One caregiver described these demands in addition to daily care activities that she was required to complete:

My dad had a lymphedema, due to cancer removal—a lymphedema in the arm—so he had one of those really tight elastic sleeves that had to be put on every day, so we had to do that every morning—and lots of doctors’ appointments. There was the cancer doctor, and the family doctor, and the skin doctor and (laughs) the respiratory doctor ‘cause he had respiratory problems, so lots of doctors’ appointments. (Caregiver, Intervention 1)

While families played a central role in patient care, some caregivers reported their own needs were often unacknowledged. A caregiver reported the lack of available support services following her mother’s death:

The social worker came...Within thirty seconds of her walking in the door I spent the next hour crying and talking non-stop so it was actually very helpful...She was to come back that Wednesday but my mom passed away on Tuesday. So I phoned the office to say “I’m really sorry I can’t make the appointment.” And the [community health agency] central office phoned me back to say “Well, now your services are terminated”. Because they were attached to my mom, they weren’t for me, they were attached to my mom and “Now she’s dead, so I’m sorry we have to cut you off”. (Caregiver, Intervention 1)

Non-medical issues mediate patients’ experiences of health and healthcare delivery
Non-medical issues such as financial stressors, social isolation, job insecurity, age and living arrangements were factors consistently described by patients as shaping their experiences of health and healthcare delivery. Inadequacy of social support, including housing, was a major issue described by many participants. A patient participant described how the challenges of living on a limited income affected his health condition and specifically his ability to adhere to a healthy diet:
Right now the only problem we have is the Canada Pension and the old age, you know? I was getting more, like I said, I was getting more on disability, I was getting an allowance for food that I could eat because I was on a special diet—no sodium. (Patient, Intervention 4)

Other participants described the difficulty of adhering to medical treatment because they lived on a fixed income and had to direct their limited financial resources towards other essentials, such as rent and food. In the following quote, a family caregiver describes her efforts to keep ‘enough food in the house’ to enable healthy eating for her partner who suffers from multiple comorbidities including chronic obstructive pulmonary disease (COPD).

…I get paid on a Thursday and by the time all the bills are done I’m broke by Friday right?...I said, “we’re just still living paycheque to paycheque.” There’s times that we have no money at all, that I’m saying, “Oh, three days ‘til payday. Three days!” But I try to make sure that there’s enough food in the house for the two weeks, and there’s enough, you know, his little vegetable treats that he likes, and I try not to let him eat too much junk food, but he likes his candies. (Caregiver, Intervention 4)

Financial instability often impacted patients’ and caregivers’ ability to access and maintain housing, and this impacted the care they were able to provide. Caregivers also described being mutually dependent on the patient for whom they were providing support, again highlighting the complexity of family systems. For example, one participant on public disability described her fear for the future when she envisions no longer being able to reside with her elderly mother:

I put myself in serious debt—like, serious debt—for someone who’s on long-term disability. I owe almost $20,000. So I’ve spent myself into debt. I live with my mother—who’s 85, or going to be 85. I’m worried, like, “How am I going to do this?” And it’s like, “I owe all of this money, my mom’s going to die one of these days, I’m going to have to get out of the house.” You know...I got a brother and two sisters, they’re going to want money [selling the house]. You know, they’ve got issues, so what the **** am I going to do? (Patient, Intervention 4)

Mental health challenges were reported by participants across all five projects, even those initiatives not specifically targeting mental illness, and often occurred in conjunction with physical health concerns. Some patients described an awareness of the interconnectivity between their mental and physical health and how their medical conditions influenced their psychological health.

I don’t know how many other people, but the mental health aspect of it [COPD] too, right? Because it’s kind of depressing when you think this is going to be the rest of your life. So kind of dealing with that, too. Because, I mean...I find it played a big card for me, too, right? I gotta get this in this peabrain that this could be, you know, this could be the new norm—so I gotta find ways of dealing with it. (Patient, Intervention 4)

The unanticipated consequences of interventions often provide the greatest perceived benefit

Some of the main benefits patients reported through participating in the various interventions were not necessarily an explicit part of the intervention design. While the theory of change behind many of the interventions focused on education, self-management and appropriate connection to services, the primary benefits reported by patients were sometimes unanticipated consequences of these models of care. Across all projects regardless of the disease focus or population, patients stressed the importance of feeling cared for; reassurance and getting a diagnosis after lengthy periods of uncertainty.

Specifically, patient participants consistently described feeling cared for as an important benefit of the intervention and this held true across all groups. Participants described feeling grateful and comforted due to having access to healthcare services:

That’s what I liked too, that everybody was on the same page...I felt like each person that spoke to me was interested in what I had to say. That’s something that I wasn’t used to with the other doctor. It just seemed like whatever you had to say, here’s another pill. (Patient, Intervention 2)

One caregiver eloquently expressed the value of conversation and comfort she received at the end of her mother’s life as being a key benefit of the intervention.

You know, it was more about how [the two doctors] talked about the end of her journey—the fact that we needed to have comfort now. It wasn’t any kind of medication or anything like that; it was a conversation and I felt really good about it. (Caregiver, Intervention 1)

Patients also described receiving reassurance as a primary benefit of the educational materials they received (rather than the medical information per se). Several patients described going to the ED for help as they were anxious about their health condition, a fearfulness that they attributed to a lack of knowledge. Information and education related to community resources available to them or their caregiver was described as being particularly valuable and reassuring, as was the opportunity to receive a clear diagnosis:

I think the clinic should be mandatory because it explains things like, for example, blood clots. I thought blood clots were pieces that would form and break off but they show you a video of exactly what they are. Then you understand...It would have been nice if someone [earlier] said, “You know what? Live normally. It’s not life-threatening. Don’t worry about it.” But I was never told that. (Patient, Intervention 3)
Patient experiences are shaped by the healthcare discourses on medically complex patients

Many participants communicated an awareness of patients with multimorbidities as increasing the clinical burden for medical providers and as a cause of escalated healthcare costs. In describing his experiences with his physician, one patient was critical of the care he received but also refers to himself as one of the ‘crazy patients’ who are ‘complaining constantly’. In this way, he justifies the behaviour of the doctors who ‘are not even listening half the time’ through a reference to how stressed they are by a clinical workload caused by patients with multiple chronic conditions, such as himself:

They cut you off. They don’t want to listen. It’s incredible that you can be so damn sick and doctors are not even listening half the time. And you know what it does to you? It depresses you even more...And I don’t think they mean to do it. I mean, I put myself in their position. If I had all these crazy patients coming in every day complaining constantly, like, what would I become after a while. You know what I’m saying? (Patient, Intervention 3)

Participants were also concerned about the public healthcare expenses associated with the care of their chronic conditions and worried that receiving medical care was ‘wasting taxpayer dollars’. A patient with COPD who accessed an ED because of breathing difficulties ruminated about the healthcare costs of his ED visit.

I thought, ‘Well, what am I doing here? I guess I’m just wasting their time. I just wasted some of my taxpaying dollars by coming here,’ right? They did give me a mask and that, and sent me home, but I felt like I couldn’t breathe so I came in, right? (Patient, Intervention 4)

Other participants communicated their acceptance of the system goal of reduced ED visits as the most important intervention goal. A patient commented on how having a telephone contact and resource person when symptoms worsened helped him achieve the objective of reducing costly ED usage:

Well in my case it [the 1–800 number] has kept me out of Emergency. I mean, I can think of at least two occasions when, if it wasn’t here, I probably would have gone to Emerg. (Patient, Intervention 3)

DISCUSSION

Our study findings both highlight and challenge key assumptions often embedded in complex interventions designed for patients with multiple chronic diseases. First, we identified that most patients did not like going to the ED for care and were not cavalier in their use of these services. Our data on the complex reasons patients visit the ED support the recent Canadian Association of Emergency Physicians (CAEP) statement that “the myth of ‘inappropriate use’ should be permanently dispelled”.35 In general, patients viewed ED visits as a disease management strategy of last resort that provided limited support. The ED was often utilised in crisis situations when patients and/or caregivers lacked alternative pathways to care. Further, patients were also cognisant of the financial costs associated with ED visits. While many participants reported not wanting to access emergency services due to healthcare cost and quality of care concerns, they discussed visiting the ED when no alternative options were available. This is consistent with recent studies7 10 that reported the influence of structural and cultural factors on patient decision-making around the timing and frequency of ED visits.

A second key finding was the variable capacity and availability of family support systems to meet the caregiving requirements of many patients with multiple chronic diseases. This finding is consistent with the literature examining patient and caregiver careers during the trajectory of an illness13 36–38 and treatment burden.38–40 The assumption that patients could rely on informal support systems to negotiate and access needed services was often illusory.13 Yet, unfortunately, complex intervention designs often assume that patients with chronic diseases have continuous access to a stable and caring family member living nearby (such as a spouse, child or sibling) who is able and willing to assist them with their day-to-day care and care coordination needs.38 These intervention designs often presuppose the availability of informal support systems even though the impact of treatment burden on both caregivers and patients with chronic conditions is well documented.36–40 Barriers to informal caregiving support included the lack of geographical proximity of family members and friends, and whether caregivers could manage the time demands of both care and care coordination. Caregiver participants, engaged as a ‘shadow workforce’,38 in caring for patients with multiple chronic conditions discussed not only the stresses of the caregiving role but also the paucity of available supports. In addition, some patients lacked access to strong support systems and had limited contact with family members and friends. These patients could not rely on family caregivers to support their care and care coordination needs and this reduced, in some instances, their ability to access the care they required to manage their conditions.

While the important role played by programme context and setting in the design of complex interventions has been reported elsewhere,18 41–43 the findings of this study highlight key systemic elements of the patient’s experience that have significant implications for care. Having access to an integrated care network of medical providers does not ensure by itself a better care experience (and probably not better medical outcomes) for patients with multiple chronic diseases.13 This is largely because patients’ issues and concerns are not simply medical.7 8 10 25 For example, the inadequacy of social housing (including subsidised, affordable and public housing) was a major problem described by some patients. As well, participants discussed how living on a
limited income could shape patterns of care when personal finances undermined their ability to access needed food, medication and support services; there was a strong awareness among patients and their caregivers that non-medical issues were key determinants of health and healthcare utilisation—a finding that underscores the need to engage an understanding of the patients’ social location, preferences and priority outcomes in the design of complex interventions. Patients were not simply lacking access to healthcare but also experienced significant challenges related to the social complexities of their lives.

A fourth key finding was that the unanticipated benefits of the intervention may provide the greatest value to patients. While participants reported that the interventions had mixed impact on the frequency of ED visits, there were often additional, unforeseen intervention rewards. A striking finding of this meta-evaluation is how much patients valued feeling cared for and the extent to which they felt this had been lacking in much of the care they had received in the past. Participants reported feeling supported and reassured through the intervention because they were in contact with individuals who listened, understood and empathised with them and validated the challenges of living with the many consequences of their health conditions. Many participants described key intervention benefits in terms of gaining greater understanding of their illnesses and symptom management approaches. The interventions were also valued by some participants because they facilitated more interactive and collaborative management of both the medical and non-medical dimensions of their illnesses.

Finally, patients and medical providers are participants in the same healthcare system and thus are shaped by similar discourses, although they might not share a common understanding of the same phenomena. The patients in our study had highly nuanced understandings of the dominant discourses on multiple chronic diseases, such as the notion that patients are a burden on their medical providers and the ‘system’ at large. This finding aligns with Hujala et al. who observe that dominant healthcare discourses on multimorbidity that emphasise escalating system costs and promote disease self-management may have unintentional effects on how patients with multiple chronic diseases are treated in healthcare and other social settings. Patients frequently described feeling guilty or ashamed for seeking services. They also excused poor care and services by attributing the cause of this inadequate care to the time pressures clinicians experience; essentially they blamed themselves for these pressures. This discourse undermines the care of patients with multiple chronic diseases and may ultimately be self-defeating if patients avoid seeking services because they see themselves as undeserving and a burden. Patients reported that they often felt alienated from their medical providers and that feeling cared for by them was the most valued benefit across interventions.

LIMITATIONS
The primary intention of the qualitative meta-evaluation design was to capture in-depth evaluation information at the individual project level in a systematic and standardised way that would allow us to identify broad cross-cutting themes across all the projects. However, this was not always possible given the range and complexity of interventions that resulted in variability of approaches that were used in data collection. While efforts were made to standardise the interview guides, the principal investigators from each project maintained decision-making control over which questions were ultimately included. Future qualitative meta-evaluations could be managed centrally, specifying a set of key objectives, so that core elements of the experiences of patients with multiple chronic diseases can be understood across disease-specific silos. Further, not all of the project team transcripts were analysed for the purposes of this meta-evaluation as interventions were at different stages of evaluation and only transcripts that were available when we conducted our analysis could be included. The variations in data available for each project added to the complexities of analysis and did not allow us to compare the separate interventions. However, as we had achieved data saturation on the central themes we identified, we do not believe additional transcripts would have added any substantive benefit to this particular analysis as our purpose was not to conduct an evaluative comparison of projects.

CONCLUSION
Although the influence of contextual features on complex interventions is increasingly recognised as an important aspect of design and outcome, less attention has been paid to core elements of the patients’ and caregivers’ perspectives that cut across interventions, shape patterns of care and required types of support. Systemic features of the patient perspective identified through meta-evaluations can inform design improvements, implementation and evaluation of complex interventions for individuals with chronic diseases. Key assumptions about patients that underlie interventions need to be made explicit, so that intervention components can be modified as necessary. In our study, we found that underlying suppositions related to the lived nature of patient complexity, sophisticated insights into their own disease management and social context, as well as the desire to avoid ED visits could be capitalised in future intervention design to enable study success and system change that is indeed patient-centred.

Finally, our analysis also emphasises the importance of incorporating a social science lens and systems perspective to data analysis, and the value of a qualitative meta-evaluation approach in the design, implementation and evaluation of complex interventions. These findings suggest that while patients have historically been conceptualised as objects of care, they are instead active components within systems of care delivery who experience
their health concerns, healthcare and social lives simultaneously. Across many health systems internationally, multiple models are being implemented simultaneously that may have shared features and target similar patients, and a qualitative meta-evaluation approach thus offers an opportunity for cumulative learning at a system level in addition to informing intervention design and modification. Finally, including the patient perspective in qualitative meta-evaluations of complex interventions may build capacity to better understand and support patients with multiple chronic diseases.
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